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Paraneoplastic Cerebellar Degeneration Associated
With anti-Yo Antibodies Appearing as a
Leptomeningeal Cerebellar Carcinomatosis at Mri. A
Case Report.
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Abstract
Anti Yo antibodies (AYA) are the antibodies most frequently identi�ed with Paraneoplastic Cerebellar
Degeneration (PCD). They are detected above all in PCD associated with breast and gynecologic
malignancies. Here, we report a third case of PCD with cerebellar contrast enhancement �ndings at MRI.
In fact, AYA cross anti cerebellar cortex immune reaction leads mainly to hyperintensity signals in T2-
weighted-MRI sequences, followed by cerebellar atrophy. As such, meningeal contrast enhancement
could lead to a diagnostic pitfall as it can be considered a carcinomatosis - above all in serum antibody
negative cases as well as when a metastatic tumour is found. Our patient had no tumoral cells in
the cerebrospinal �uid and her neurological syndrome remained stable after immunoglobulin treatment.
AYA serum �nding was diriment for PCD diagnosis. 

Introduction
Paraneoplastic Cerebellar Degeneration (PCD) is a rare syndrome characterized by cerebellar dysfunction,
typically with a subacute onset, associated with the presence of speci�c onconeural auto-antibodies
(aAb). Particularly, serum detection of anti-Yo aAb strongly supports the paraneoplastic etiology of
cerebellar disease [1]. Indeed, the vast majority of patients with anti-Yo antibodies (AYA) have a breast or
gynaecological cancer that develops over months to years after the neurological onset of symptoms.
Sometimes Hodgkin's lymphoma, or a small-cell lung cancer, can also be found. Many patients become
disabled because of a severe progressive ataxia. In early stages, MRI imaging is often normal, although in
some cases a cerebellar FLAIR hyperintensity has been reported [1–3].Cerebellar atrophy is the main
neuroradiological �nding and is usually observed later in the course of the disease. Contrast
enhancement of the cerebellar cortex is very rare, having been described only in a patient with non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma and PCD with anti-Tr antibodies [4]. More recently, a case of nasopharyngeal
carcinoma-associated anti-Yo-PCD showed a transient diffuse leptomeningeal enhancement on MRI
imaging [5]. We present an unusual case of PCD with enhancing cerebellar lesions, leading to a possible
diagnosis of cerebral carcinomatosis.

Case Presentation
A 53 year- with a subacute onset of ataxia and dysarthria, which had lasted for ca 4 weeks, was
hospitalised in our department. She also described having double vision for a brief period, however this
had been resolved at time of admission. The neurological examination showed an alert and oriented
patient with severe trunk ataxia, dysarthria, horizontal nystagmus, dysmetria and intention tremor. The
patient's medical history was unremarkable except for a previous Hashimoto thyroiditis. Brain MRI
showed a meningeal cerebellar intensive contrast enhancement, associated with micro nodulations of the
cerebellar hemisphere cortex (Fig. 1). Initially, the �ndings were concerning due to the possibility of a
neoplastic process, such as a brain carcinomatosis in the structures of posterior cranial fossa versus an
in�ammatory cerebellitis. However, cerebral spinal �uid (CSF) analysis on two different samples
performed two weeks apart did not reveal malignant cells. On the contrary, some in�ammatory changes
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were detected on the �rst CSF analysis: mild pleocytosis (21 cells/mmc), high proteins (73 mg/dl) and
oligoclonal bands. We looked for and found anti-Yo antibodies in the serum, ful�lling the diagnostic
criteria for de�nite Paraneoplastic Neurological Syndrome (PNS) [6]. A body CT scan was then performed,
without detecting a clear primitive cancer. Mammography was not done as the patient could not stand;
however her breast ultrasound was unremarkable. Intravaginal ultrasound study revealed an intramural
uterine nodule and a left ovarian structural alteration. There was a mild increase of CA-125 oncomarker.
The patient underwent treatment with a high dose of intravenous steroids (methylprednisolone 1 gr for 5
days), without clinical changes, followed by intravenous IgG treatment (0,4 gr/kg in 5 days) obtaining a
slight improvement of symptoms. A Brain MRI, performed 10 days after the latter treatment, also showed
a positive evolution. Indeed, no cerebellar contrast enhancement lesions were present, whereas a mild
cerebellar atrophy was noticed (Fig. 1). In order to continue the research of the underlying tumor, we
performed an 18-FDG PET/CT, showing a single spot hypermetabolism in the right inguinal region. A
lymph node was then detected and removed. The histological examination revealed an undifferentiated
cancer of possible ovarian origin based on immunohistochemical analysis (Fig. 2). The patient was
advised to have a surgical treatment of ovariectomy with the intention of achieving maximum recovery of
the neurological syndrome. Unfortunately she refused the surgery and her neurological condition was
unchanged 6 months after the onset.

Discussion
Our patient showed cerebellar contrast enhanced lesions at MRI imaging that could lead to a diagnosis of
cerebellar leptomeningeal carcinomatosis. A viral cerebellitis could also have been considered. However,
while a cerebellar syndrome was observed, typical clinical signs and symptoms of carcinomatosis like
headache, cranial nerve palsy, spine pains or disturbances in consciousness were absent. Moreover no
neoplastic cells were revealed on two different CSF samples. As such, until the positive response in the
serum of anti-Yo aAb, we remained very doubtful about a PCD diagnosis. Indeed, brain MRI, in most
cases, is normal or shows few abnormalities in T2-Flair weighted sequences at the onset of disease
which is followed by atrophy in later stages, while post-contrast enhanced lesions are anecdotal [4-5]. At
this point however, our reservations around the diagnosis were dissolved as we did not notice an
unfavourable clinical course. Moreover, a few days after the immunosuppressive treatment no enhancing
lesions at MRI were seen. Paraneoplastic neurological syndromes can sometimes mimic a neoplasm
because the in�ammatory autoimmune reaction can be very intense, leading to diffuse edema and
damage in the blood brain barrier [7]. Immunosuppressant therapy could have an active role in reducing
this pathological response. We suggest that onconeural antibody serum research is mandatory in an
attempt to differentiate some atypical MRI �ndings in neurological isolated syndromes of uncertain
origin.
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Figure 1

Brain MRI at the onset (a,b,c,d,e): axial (a,b) and sagittal (c,d) T1-weighted contrast images showed a
slight, irregular cortical and meningeal enhancement in both upper cerebellar hemispheres, suggesting a
possible meningeal carcinomatosis; axial FLAIR-weighted image (e) showed the hyperintense signal of
the superior cerebellar vermis and upper cerebellar hemispheres. Brain MRI after immunosuppressive
treatment at 1 month (f): the contrasted images sequences revealed no contrast enhancement and initial
cerebellar atrophy.
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Figure 2

Hematoxylin-eosin staining of the excised lymph node shows a widespread metastasis from poorly
differentiated carcinoma. Immunohistochemical pro�le on neoplastic cells resulted positive for
Cytokeratin 7, PAX8, focally for P40; WT1 estrogen receptor (about 90%) and weak and focal positive for
progesterone receptors (10%). Neoplastic cells resulted negative for P63, TTF1, Cytokeratin 20, GATA 3,
Synaptophysin. Conclusion: Lymph node metastasis from high grade adenocarcinoma (G3), possible
genital origin (ovarian-uterine cavity) serous adenocarcinoma.


